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A team of researchers at the Ear Institute,
University College London has found that the
sound-processing algorithms used in hearing aids
can degrade the ability of hearing-impaired people
to discriminate sounds. In their paper published in
the journal Nature Biomedical Engineering, the
group describes their study of hearing aids using
brain probes in gerbils. John Middlebrooks, with
the University of California at Irvine has published
a News & Views piece outlining the known
problems with modern hearing aids and the work
done by the team in England. 

Prior research has shown that despite
improvements over the past several decades,
hearing aids are still not as effective at restoring
hearing as many would hope, and many people
prescribed hearing aids don't use them. As
Middlebrooks notes, hearing aids are, at their most
basic level, sound amplifiers. They accept sound
via a microphone, boost its levels and then play
the boosted sound through a speaker. In more
recent times, hearing aids have been improved
through the use of microcircuitry that provides wide
dynamic range compression (WDRC)—technology

that boosts softer sounds more than louder sounds
in the hope of balancing out the sound that the
person hears. In this new effort, the researchers
have found that the reason WDRC technology fails
to deliver intelligible, audible sound is because it
fails to account for supra-threshold effects.

The work involved degrading the hearing abilities of
test gerbils by blasting loud noise into their ears for
a long period of time. They then surgically
implanted probes into their brains (and the brains of
gerbils with normal hearing to serve as controls) to
measure hearing-related neural activity under
different scenarios. In comparing neural sound
processing of gerbils with normal hearing versus
those with damaged hearing that were using
hearing aids, the researchers found that the
hearing aids did improve the strength of neural
signals—but they also found that the patterns
resulting from human speech were harder to
distinguish, suggesting distortion. They found that
removing the WDRC technology from the hearing
aids improved hearing signals under quiet
circumstances, but also found that the signals from
sound that involved background noise were still
distorted. They suggest that amplification of sound
by hearing aids results in degradation of
intelligibility. They further suggest that there is room
for technological improvements, though a new
perspective is likely required. 

  More information: Alex G. Armstrong et al.
Compression and amplification algorithms in
hearing aids impair the selectivity of neural
responses to speech, Nature Biomedical
Engineering (2021). DOI:
10.1038/s41551-021-00707-y
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